of finite length as being of monomial type if it is a direct sum of modules R/I where each / is generated by monomials. In §2 we show that if M is of monomial type, then βi(M) > ("). A key observation to the proof of this result is that if M is an R = k [[X\,..., X n ]]-module of monomial type then M is also of monomial type as an S = k[[X lf ..., *"_ ^-module.
We mention that Matsumura's book [8] and our monograph [4] are standard sources for unexplained terminology.
Comparison of finite free resolutions with Koszul Complexes.
For ease of exposition we will assume that (R, m, k) is a complete local ring with coefficient field kcR.
Let / be an ra-primary ideal and let g\> -, gn be a system of parameters which is contained in /. Then A = k [[gι, .., gn] ] is a regular local subring of R such that R is a finitely generated ^4-module. Since the R and ^4-depth of R are necessarily the same, one sees that R is a free ^-module whose rank we denote by D = [R : A]. We now record our first result. THEOREM We remark that an immediate corollary of this statement is that Proof. The key idea is to view the resolutions Kf and F. along with the map φ. of complexes over the subring A as well as over R. Since R is an ^4-free module both complexes also represent free resolutions of modules when viewed over A. The module M viewed as an Amodule is isomorphic to k ι since the maximal ideal of A, (g\ f ..., g n )A, annihilates M. Hence over A, the resolution F. is a direct sum F. = F'φF? where F! is a minimal free ^-resolution of k ι and F! is a trivial free ^-complex. Now looking at the complex Kf we note that K. is isomorphic to R ® A K! where K' . is the Koszul complex for g\,..., g n over A. 
.,T n ] and let I be a graded ideal such that R/I has finite length. Let g\,...,g n be a homogeneous system of parameters in I with deg gj = d\ and let M be a finitely generated graded R-module which is annihilated by I. Then βi{M) > (l/d)(Ί) where d = Π^ .
Proof. Obvious.
Thus one maximizes the factor l/d by judiciously choosing the gi so as to minimize their degrees.
The case of modules of monomial type.
We let k be a field, S = k [Xχ,..., Xj] the ring of polynomials over k and R = S [T] , the ring of polynomials in one variable T over S. We let n - (X\, ...,X d ) denote the irrelevant maximal ideal of S and m = (X\,..., X d , T) the same for R. Three facts emerge as crucial ones in passing from R-modules to S-modules, namely:
2. (a) An R-module M of finite length when viewed as an S-module has the same finite length. (We remark that a finitely generated i?-module may fail to be finitely generated as an S-module and, even if it is, the number of generators may increase.)
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2. (b) An R-module of monomial type when viewed as an S-module is still of monomial type (see Lemma 2.2).
2. (c) Any R-module M fits into a functorial i?-short exact sequence
where s^(r ®m) = rm and GM is defined by (see [1, p. 629] or [9, [p. 244] for details). First we record three observations on upper bounds for Betti numbers. PROPOSITION 
(Notation as above.) If M is a graded R-module of finite length I, then for each j > 1 we have (iii) βf(M) < βf(M'), where M' is the R-module M first regarded as an S-module and then made into a (different) R-module by having T act as zero.
Proof. The short exact sequence in 2.(c) above yields a long exact sequence in Tor
which gives the necessary inequality on vector space dimensions to prove (i).
Part (ii) follows by induction on the dimension of R using part (i) and the equality
Part (iii) follows from part (i) and the fact [4; Theorem 6.21 ] that the inequality is an equality if T acts as zero on the module in question. Then βf(M') = βf(M') + fiJ_ { {M'). But βf(M) = βf(M') and We remark that forming the i?-module M' from M by having T act as zero has a simplifying effect on the relations. Part (iii) implies that this simplification of structure tends to enlarge the Betti numbers. The following is a simple example of this phenomena. Let R = k [a, b, T] and / = (a 2 , b 2 , T 2 , ab -bT). If we look at the Λ-module R/I we see that the Betti numbers are β$ = 1, βf = 4, βζ = 5 and βf = 2. After passing to the ring S = fc [α, 6] we observe that the module R/I is generated by the images of 1 and T. Its Betti numbers are βfi = 2, /?s = 5 ? βξ = 3. Having Γ now act as zero and using the mapping cone to resolve the new R-module {R/I)' (see [4, Theorem 6 .21]) we get that the new Betti numbers are βξ-= 2, βf = 7, βf = 8 and β£ = 3 which are larger as the result predicts. We remark that these calculations were done using the Bayer/StiUman program Macaulay. We have already referred to the fact that the number of generators, /? 0 , can increase in going from β §{M) to βξ{M). The latter is β §{M'). If R has dimension n, then β%{M) is the dimension of the socle of M. When we pass from R to S, the dimension of the socle can increase since we no longer require that Tm = 0 for m to be in the socle. However, the socle of M as an S-module is the socle of M'. Thus we see why β n {M) < β n {M l ) when n = dimi?. Our result above then establishes that the intermediate Betti numbers also do not decrease.
The previous results of this section provide crude upper bounds for the Betti numbers of finite length modules. One could ask for better bounds. However, the more delicate and significant question seems to be that of lower bounds with the Horrocks' question being a fundamental test. We will establish that bound if M is a module of monomial type. First we need a lemma on the behavior of modules of monomial type. Since the question in which we are interested respects the additivity in direct sums we can pass to the cyclic case. LEMMA 
Let I be an m-primary ideal ofR which is generated by monomials.
( 
is at least (^f). 
Proof of 2 A. Since the functor Tor is additive on direct sums we may pass to the case M = R/I with / primary to the maximal ideal and generated by monomials.
We proceed by induction on the dimension of R, first noting that the case dimi? = 1 is obvious. After fixing the dimension of R we secondly argue by induction on the smallest nonnegative integer p such that T p+ι € /. If p = 0, then T e I and R/I is a cyclic S-module. By Lemma 2.3 σ R /j is multiplication by T and thus the functorial short exact sequence yields a short exact sequence, for j > 1, Now C is a cyclic S-module of monomial type while R/K is a cyclic R -module of monomial type with p one lower.
-
Since the map Toif (R <g> s R/I, k) -+ Toif (R <g>s i?/Jζ k) is surjective the dimension of the image of ε^ , 7 is at least as large as the dimension of the image of ε^ , κ which is at least ( du * ιS ) by induction. Turning our attention to the connecting homomorphism δ, we note that the map ToijL x (R ® 5 C, k) -> Tor^_! (i? ®5 jR//, fc) is a monomorphism. The dimension of the image of δ is at least as large as that of δ 1 which is at least ( d j^f) by induction. This completes the proof of the theorem and its corollary.
